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3 MW Neutral Injection into the Stellarator WendclsteinT-AS
- Heating efficiency at high-beta operation - I
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Max-Planck—lnstihrt fiir Plasmaphysik, D-35748 Garchin g, Germany

Abstract -
With 3 MW of neutral power and a new non-resonant RF method of plasma start-up, W7-AS is
now equipped for the investigation of high-B plasmas over a wide range of magnetic fields {0.5
e Be «2'. 2.5 T). With full b63111 power, a maximum cenn'al beta of 4% at 1.2? T was obtained,
however the aim of hitting the beta limit, expected at about 4.5%, by lowering the magnetic
field, was not reached. In contrast to Lackner~Gottsrdi scaling, where B as nD-fi P0”; B'L2 can

be expected, no increase in <|3> was seen even at reduced B despite constant neutral input
power. In this paper it is shown, that one of the reasons for this behaviour is a degradation of
the heating power with decreasing magnetic field; not due to transmission or reionisation losses
of the neutral beams, but due to increasing fast ion orbit beam with decreasing magnetic field.

Introduction .

The power level of Neutral Beam Injection (N131) into the W'l-AS Stellarator has boon increased
from 1.5 to 3.0 MW in order to extend. the accessible range of plasma parameters in this device.
The beta values achieved at 1.5 MW were about a factor 2 below the equilibrium limit. Further-
more, since the energy confinement time in W7~AS scales favourable with density»r and the maxi-
mum density obtained increases with power, this was an additional incentive for upgrading the
beam power. I .
Therefore, the number of: ion sources was increased from 4 to 3 which doubled the available
neutral power. Experiments with the upgraded power began in spring 1995. The extended para-
meter regimes are still being explored. This paper reports the present status. -
In an attempt to understand the experimental findings, the computations of the heating efficiency
had to be repeated and extended because the plasma limiters have been changed to inner limiters
and the magnetic field range of NI discharges was widened up by start-up with '900 MHz RF.
The variations of the flux surfaces with increasing |3 became much stronger than earlier [1]. The
vacuum magnetic field configuration as used previous was therefore no longer appropriate for
the computation of the beam deposition in the plasma. A series of FAFNER runs [2] with finite-
beta plasma configurations and variations of the magnetic field had to be done. The main results
are a somewhat more-favourate heating efficiency at low plasma densities than earlier and a
strong reduction of the heating efficiency for low magnetic field operation.

Status of the BMW Neutral Injection on WTAS

Total and neutral power of 45 k‘v’ PIG-beams delivered into the torus were measured by a rein-
stalled calorimeter inside the torus for one box. The results confirm the estimated power trans-
missions per source for not fully optimized divergence and beam steering. Comparison of single
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source operation with and without magnetic field of firming show a reduction by rcionization 0f
about 12% mainly caused by high pressure in the front part of the NT-box not in the duct itself
It was confirmed that a common operation of all sources over 0 3 5, limited by the inertial

calorimeter plate does not show beam blocking

NI heating-efficiency for I3:- 0 in “PW-AS
'Iivo motivations lead to a resumption of calculations with EAFNER to update the heating pro-
files of NBlin Riff-AS: the change of the limiter geometry and the high Shafranov shift due to
the higher beta values obtained. The variations between vacuum field and finite beta equilibrium
flux surfaces, as shown in fig. 1 , are dominated by the large increase of the plasma cross section
and by the Shafranov shift of about 7.5 cm in the e = 0“ plane for highest beta obtained up to
now [i ]. Lower and upper limiter used in earlier campaigns were removed and the plasma now
is only controlled by the inner limiter and the vertical field. To clarify the effect of these modifi-

cations on the global NI heating
efficiency1 especially as function of
the magnetic field strength and tar-

FAFNER [a] was used. not only
in 3D'g'uiding centre but also in

' real orbit calculation at very low
fields, where the gyro radius of
fast ions starting nearly parallel to
B (pitch angle of the starting ions
is in the range of 22“ c: y e: 350) -
becomes greater than the lgrad pl -

flu‘ Campfirfmfl 0fVflflmfiflt’d {55353-9613} and region of typical 2.3 cm in the
finite beta equilibrtttmflttx surfaces or the toroidal , gurgl- part of high [13,15i NI dis.
angles :35: 0" and 19:36” charges.

1
Tam} = 350 eV with full beam power, where the obtained «cps: was 1.3%. For density'and tem-
perature Scans, these central values are scaled. The results for the global NI heating efficiency as
a function of the line density lndl for co and counter beams of inner and outer sources for 1.25T

The calculations use the measured density and temperature pmfiles with ngfilj' =. 1.3 * 1020 m'3

are shown'm fig.2a. The maximum beta obtained corresponds to lndl=—0.64*1020m .
Fig.2b shows the corresponding results for the vacuum field (13:43.13 —- 1.251") as used before
including the inner limiters, but using a fixed radial position. This radial position corresponds to

a beta value of about eB} a- 0.75% of the new data set. Therefore. the differences between both

results are low («at 10% for lndl b [13*1020m'2).
For lower line densities the results differ somewhat more. depending on the source position
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because the target plasma metres to the inner limiters and shrinks in diameter typically by a

factor of 1.5 (see fig.1 also). ' -- .
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The radial heating profiles for co and counter beams (each 1.5 MW neutral power) obtained by

FAFNER in guiding center approximation are shown in fig.3. For Jodi :5 ,U.10*1020 rn'2 the
counter beams deliver only half of the power of the co beams in the inner plasma region with

ria £- 03. The high beta studies done so far. show a central heating power of about 5.4 Wicm3

' (co + counter) in a wide density range of 0.34 e-Indi <0.d4 [143'20 ma].

figui; NiiW?AS beating profiles pirlfor 1Lusrious fine densities inet'utiing Sitafianov shift.
. ieft (right) side shows the contribution of ai! four ca (counter) beams {each for i .5 MW).
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Results I of real orbit Jealculations for low field operation _ .

When the magnetic field strength is lowered, «all? a: n0-5 PM BO”? should increase as long

as plasma heating power P and confinement are not deteriorated. Howetter, tbe'r‘ijiflildepensdence

' of the beating efficieneiy 71 shows a strong drop at about 0.5 T for co booms and at m1.0 .T for

counter beams (see fig/1). The calculations were done for a'fixed target dense}! I of . 3 h
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Ham) = LONDZO m'3 and temperature cf'Tem) = 350 eV using real orbit calculations for the
first toroidal orbit of each particle.

1
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Counter beams11
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figgi : Heating efliciency for NiiWF’AS as function of the magnetic fleid Be for inner and
outer sources of co and counter beam with rent orbit ceieuiatinnfor thcflrst toroidal orbit.

The heating efficiency of all 8 sources to-
gether (4 co and 4 counter beams) as a func- 1
tion of the magnetic nee an is shown fig.5 ‘1 3 “W “W?“
for the same target conditions. Below 1T '
the NLheating drops su'ongly and reduces . gig _
P = 111330) * 3.0 {MM from == 2.2 MW at
1.25 T to 1.0 MW at Bum 0.6 T. These
M-C-resuits are in good agreement with a gig
newly published paper on orbital aspects at
low field in CH8 {3]. The dependence 9 0 0:5 I I
n = T303} as shown in fig.5 explains at least . as {T}
qualitatively that no increase of <13:- was fig: ; heating wiciencyfcr iii! 8 sources of
found when the field strength was lowered N! i WT—AS for same target as used in fig.4
(see also [4]).
Up to now the real orbit caiculations were done without a radial electric field, because for B n-
1.0 T no essential effects were seen in earlier calculations [5]. But at low magnetic field ope-
ration a sireng radial E-field may influence the orbits again. A study of this effect is under way.

.5 2 2.5
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